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Modeling multidimensional relevance in information retrieval (IR) has attracted much attention in recent years. However, most existing studies are conducted through relatively small-scale user studies, which may not reflect a real-world and natural search scenario. In this article, we propose to study the multidimensional user relevance model (MURM) on large scale query logs, which record users’ various search behaviors (e.g., query reformulations, clicks and dwelling time, etc.) in natural search settings. We advance an existing MURM model (including five dimensions: topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, and scope) by providing two additional dimensions, that is, interest and habit. The two new dimensions represent personalized relevance judgment on retrieved documents. Further, for each dimension in the enriched MURM model, a set of computable features are formulated. By conducting extensive document ranking experiments on Bing’s query logs and TREC session Track data, we systematically investigated the impact of each dimension on retrieval performance and gained a series of insightful findings which may bring benefits for the design of future IR systems.

Introduction

There have been numerous attempts (Tombros, Ruthven, & Jose, 2005; Xu & Yin, 2008; Xu & Chen, 2006; Zhang, Zhang, Lease, & Gwizdka, 2014) to understand users’ search behaviors when retrieving information with search engines, for example, relevance judgment, satisfaction or dissatisfaction with search results. Understanding how users conduct relevance judgment and what factors influence users’ satisfaction with the search results would help researchers design more effective retrieval models and better evaluation methodologies, aiming to further improve users’ search experience.

Judging the relevance (or utility) of a retrieved document with respect to a user issued query (representing the user’s current information need) is a central task for search engines. A large number of studies (Barry, 1998; Tombros et al., 2005; Xu & Yin, 2008; Xu & Chen, 2006; Zhang et al., 2014) have revealed that there exist a range of complex factors (e.g., topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, and scope)
affecting users’ perception of relevance for the retrieved documents. However, the existing work is mainly based on small scale user studies, which may not reflect users’ natural search scenarios, and the relevance judgments involved were made in a static way that cannot capture the dynamics of a user’s information need, search interest, and habit.

To address aforementioned limitations, in this article, we propose to study and understand the multidimensional relevance through analyzing real query logs that record real world user interactions (e.g., query reformulations, clicks, and dwelling time, etc.) with the search engine, as an important supplement to the numerous existing work based on user studies. Specifically, we analyze how different factors affect the users’ perception of relevance on retrieved documents within the framework of the Multidimensional User Relevance Model (MURM; Xu & Chen, 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). The existing MURM model includes five dimensions: topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, and scope. However, it does not explicitly formulate users’ search interests and habits, which are important for personalized relevance judgment (Bennett et al., 2012; Dou, Song, & Wen, 2007). For example, different users may prefer different web sites, genres of display, or even languages, and the same query may imply diversified intents for different users with different topics of interest. Therefore, we enrich the existing MURM by proposing two additional user-oriented dimensions, that is, habit and interest.

Furthermore, how to quantify different relevance dimensions in query logs is a key challenge for our study. To address this challenge and make it possible to conduct the log-based study, we formulate a series of computable features for each dimension of the enriched MURM. The features can be utilized to reflect the extent to which users focus on the corresponding dimension, and help us analyze the MURM quantitatively. Based on the proposed features, we conduct extensive document ranking experiments, from which various interesting phenomena have been observed. For example, we find that the dimensions of reliability, interest, novelty, and habit contribute to users’ relevance judgment mostly. The topicality dimension, typically considered as a basic factor of relevance, has a relatively little contribution. This is an unexpected, but interesting observation that will be analyzed in a later section. We further analyze the contributions of different dimensions in-depth by observing ranking performance on different types of queries (with different lengths or different Click Entropy values (Click Entropy is a direct indication of query click variation, the less click entropy means the more focus of clicks on a query. Please refer to Dou et al. [2007] for a detailed computation method of click entropy—to be detailed in later sections). We observe that different dimensions dominate users’ relevance judgment with respect to different type of queries. For shorter queries or queries with lower click entropy (which can be roughly considered as easier queries), people tend to focus on the reliability (or authority) of the retrieved documents when they decide which to click or to spend more time in reading. For difficult queries, on the other hand, people are more likely to take into account multiple factors, such as interest, novelty, habit, and so on. Another important finding is that “Interest” and “Habit” dimensions are important, confirming the necessity of the enrichment of the MURM by adding these two personalization-related dimensions.

In addition, within the presented framework, we conduct additional empirical experiments on a different application scenario, that is, TREC session search, where the session data are sparser than the real world query log data, search tasks (and the ground truth) are designed (and assessed) manually. In the session search scenario, “Interest,” “Understandability,” “Topicality,” and “Scope” are the most important factors contributing to the relevance judgment, which shows that different dimensions may dominate in different search scenarios. This experiment can be a supplement to that on Bing’s query logs.

In a nutshell, the main contributions of this article are summarized as follows:

1. We propose an enriched multidimensional relevance model, which consists of topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, scope, habit, and interest;
2. We formulate multiple features for each dimension of the enriched MURM to quantify the extent to which the relevance of retrieved documents is correlated to the corresponding dimension;
3. We carry out large scale document ranking experiments on a real-world Web search log and the TREC session search data, from which we gain insightful findings that would provide guidance for the design of future IR algorithms and evaluation methodologies.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the related work. In Section 3, we present an enriched MURM and formulate the MURM-based features. Extensive empirical experiments and user studies are conducted in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the article and outlines future work.

Related Work

Our work is highly related to the existing work in relevance judgment. We briefly review this line of research and illustrate the motivation of our work.

Users usually submit queries into a Web search engine to find information in retrieved documents that is relevant to (thus satisfies) the users’ information needs. Therefore, judging the relevance of retrieved documents is a central task for search engine users. Indeed, relevance has been regarded as one of the fundamental and central concepts in information retrieval (Saracevic, 1975; Tombros et al., 2005), which influences the design and evaluation of IR models.

Existing research in relevance judgment can be divided into three categories according to the main characteristics of relevance. First, relevance is multidimensional, that is, users tend to adopt multiple criteria or factors beyond topicality when performing their relevance judgments (Barry, 1998; Xu & Chen, 2006; Zhang et al., 2014). Second, relevance is
a dynamic phenomenon in a sense that a user may judge the same document as relevant at a certain point of time but irrelevant at another point (Tiamiyu & Ajiferuke, 1988; Katzer & Snyder, 1990). Third, relevance is subjective, that is, different users may express different relevance perceptions (Janes & Mckinney, 1992; Regazzi, 1988). There has been a large body of literature on relevance. In this article, we focus on the MURM that is most related to ours.

Xu and Chen (2006) studied the multicriteria of users’ relevance judgment (such as topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, and scope) based on the semicontrolled user survey data, and drew a conclusion that the topicality and novelty are the essential relevance criteria. Xu and Chen’s study focused on the psychological/subjective state of users when answering questionnaires, whereas ours focuses more on the interaction behaviors of users, for example, clicking and dwelling on webpages in a real-world search environment and obtain different findings. Zhang et al. (2014) stated that users’ criteria in relevance judgment change in different tasks, some criteria may dominate in some domains (tasks) while being entirely dispensable in others. In this article, we observe similar findings that users would consider more factors for relevance judgment when they are facing difficult tasks (i.e., difficult queries), and consider simple factors when solving easier tasks.

In addition, Yilmaz, Verma, Craswell, Radlinski, and Bailey (2014) studied the relevance from the perspective of “document utility.” They demonstrated that the amount of “effort” required for finding the relevant information in a document plays an important role in determining the utility of that document to a real user, which has been ignored by current evaluation mechanisms. Jiang, Ahmed, Shi, and White (2015) proposed to model search satisfaction (which was assessed on multi-point scale by human annotators) using features indicating search outcome, search effort and changes in both outcome and effort during a search session to predict subtle changes in user’s satisfaction. In terms of relevance judgment, the “effort” is closely related to the “Understandability” dimension in MURM. Specifically, the better “understandability” of a document, the easier it is for users to read and the less “effort” is required to understand the relevant information in the document.

Recently, Saracevic (2016) published a new book titled The Notion of Relevance in Information Science which synthesized what researchers have learned about relevance in several decades of investigation on the notion of relevance in information science. In this book, the author discussed a number of fundamental questions about relevance from the human perspective. To some extent, our work in this article addresses one of them: “What affects relevance assessments?” Our work is different in the sense that we analyze relevance judgment and the corresponding features quantitatively, whereas the book is focused on qualitative analysis and does not cover how the retrieval systems deal with the relevance algorithmically.

Overall, to some extent, the study in this article can be viewed as a supplement to numerous existing user-study based research on relevance.

![Image](image_url)

**FIG. 1.** The enriched multidimensional user relevance model with seven dimensions including topicality, novelty, reliability, understandability, scope, interest, and habit. Corresponding to a specific dimension, there is a list of computable features. This graph is similar to the graph illustrated in Zhang et al. (2014), with two additional dimensions “interest” and “habit” added.

### An Enriched MURM

Users’ relevance judgment is a complex decision making process (Xu & Chen, 2006; Zhang et al., 2014), which is influenced by multiple dimensions and factors (e.g., topicality, novelty, reliability, readability, and scope, etc.). In this section, we present an enriched MURM (see Figure 1, by adding two personalized dimensions, that is, interest and habit. Furthermore, we formalize a set of computable features for each dimension so that we can quantitatively analyze the MURM on large-scale query log data. In the formulation of features, the criteria of SAT-Click (Satisfied Click) are used, namely, a user dwells on a clicked document for more than 30 seconds or the click is the last click of a search session (Bennett et al., 2012; Jiang, Pei, & Li, 2013).

#### Topicality (T)

Xu and Chen (2006) defined the topicality in a subjective way as “the extent to which a retrieved document is perceived by the user to be related to her current topic of interest.” We consider the “current topic of interest” as the user’s current information need, which is different from the “interest” dimension discussed later in section Interest (I). Topicality is traditionally regarded as a fundamental factor for relevance judgment. In this article, for the convenience of quantitative analysis on query logs, we adopt an objective view and redefine the topicality in a computable way as the topical relevance of a document for a query.

In this article, we formalize three features to reflect the topical relevance of retrieved documents (see Table 1). Each feature reflects the extent to which a retrieved document (d) is topically relevant to the user issued query (q). These features have proved effective in ad-hoc retrieval.

#### Novelty (N)

The novelty of a document can be viewed as either a temporal concept in the absolute sense, or a psychological concept in the relative sense (Xu & Chen, 2006). The former refers to the retrieved document being published recently.
The latter refers to the document containing information that is new to the user, relative to the users’ background knowledge. Both views are important, but reflect different situations. For example, if a user issues a query to search for a new article, he or she will likely prefer the recently published news documents. On the other hand, if the user searches about a series of knowledge about a topic, the retrieved documents are expected to contain relevant and new knowledge to the user, which is not necessarily newly published. Note that, the documents containing old information that the user is already familiar with are not considered as novel documents, although they may have never been read by the user.

In this article, we propose four features that reflect absolute and relative novelty respectively, detailed in Table 2.

Reliability (R)

It is desirable that the retrieved documents or information are not only topically relevant but also reliable. When a user decides to click on and read a document, he or she will be likely to consider the reliability of the document. Reliability can be understood from two aspects: content reliability and source reliability. Xu and Chen (2006) defined reliability as “the degree to which the content of a retrieved document to be true, accurate, or believable.” This definition is ideal but impractical in query log analysis, because it is difficult to quantify the “true, accurate, or believable” documents by content. Therefore, we define the reliability in an indirect way (i.e., from the source reliability point of view) by the popularity or satisfaction rate of retrieved documents. Intuitively, if a document is frequently clicked, and the clicks are mostly because of relevance but not position bias, the document is likely to be reliable (following the wisdom of population). Note that there may exist exceptions, for example, when frequently clicked documents are widely spread rumors (not reliable information), but this is beyond the scope of this article.

In Table 3, we present seven features that can reflect the reliability of retrieved documents based on the wisdom of population by mining the global click-through data.

Understandability (U)

Understandability, also known as readability, is a complex cognitive concept that measures the extent to which the content of a retrieved document is perceived by the user as easy to read and understand (Xu & Chen, 2006). Understandability can be influenced by various factors, such as the difficulty of the vocabulary, the complexity of sentences, the layout of webpages, and the reading level of users, etc. Understandability is a relative concept. For example, a document about medical science may be difficult to read for lay users, but less difficult for professional users. Moreover, understandability is also a dynamic concept. Intuitively, a medical document for a new student in medicine is difficult to read, but when the user becomes an expert in the field, the document will become more readable. Search engines should provide relevant results at the right level of reading difficulty.

To model the understandability in a relative and dynamic way, we present seven understandability features based on existing understandability or readability measures and user’s click-through data (see Table 4). Although the layout of webpages also influences the understandability, in this article, we focus on the content-based understandability features.

Scope (S)

Xu and Chen (2006) defined the scope as the extent to which the topic or content covered by a retrieved document is appropriate to the user’s need, that is, both the breadth and depth of the document are suitable. This relevance criterion requires search engines return results with an appropriate amount of information (broad enough but without unnecessary information) according to user’s current information need.
The above dimensions of the existing MURM model have covered a range of factors influencing users’ relevance judgment for traditional ad-hoc retrieval task, but do not sufficiently take into account the personalized search scenario. We propose to add the “interest” dimension, because the literature has shown that considering user’s interests is important to improve search performance and better satisfy users’ information need (Bennett et al., 2012; Dou et al., 2007; Li, Song, Zhang, Wen, & Dou, 2014; Vu, Song, Willis, Tran, & Li, 2014). In this article, the interest dimension refers to the user’s search preference for specific topics, for example, IT, literature, politics. Formally, we define Interest as the extent to which the retrieved documents are preferred by the user according to his or her topics of interest. Search engines should provide results according to users’ search interests, especially for ambiguous queries.

The “Interest” features are based on either the term space or topic space, built upon three temporal views (i.e., session, day, and long term), detailed in Table 6.

### Habit (H)

Similar to the Interest dimension, habit also considers user preference, but differs in several perspectives. Interest focuses on the topical preference of users, whereas habit pays more attention to the behavioral preference. Intuitively, one user may be used to accessing some specific web sites for obtaining the desired information, whereas another may prefer other web sites for the same information. Essentially, we define the habit dimension as the extent to which the retrieved documents are preferred by a user according to their sources, genre, and language, and so on. Search engines are expected to satisfy users’ habit as much as possible.

To model a user’s habit, we propose three features measuring the probability that the retrieved document satisfies the user’s habit (see Table 7 for details).

### Experiments and Analysis

For an in-depth understanding the multidimensional relevance in IR with the enriched MURM model, a series of extensive learning-to-rank (Burges, 2010) based document ranking experiments are conducted on a real search scenario (i.e., with the query logs from the prominent Bing search engine). To conduct the experiments, we adopt the SAT-Click criteria as an indication of relevance and assign each retrieved document with a corresponding relevance degree. Specifically, we assign the relevance degree 0 to the unclicked documents, 1 to the clicked but not SAT-clicked documents, and 2 to the SAT-Clicked documents. We also conduct a user study to verify the usefulness of the SAT-Click criteria and thus the credibility of our findings.

Within the learning-to-rank experimental framework, we further conduct a supplementary document ranking experiment on TREC session tracks 2013 and 2014 to verify the generalizability of the proposed research method.

### Data Statistics of the Query Log Data and Feature Extraction

The first set of experiments are conducted on a subset of query log data, which includes 1,166 randomly sampled users, collected from the Bing search engine for the period between July 1 and July 31, 2012. The detailed information of our query log dataset is shown in Table 8. The distributions of the number of queries over different Click Entropy intervals and query lengths (Len) are also shown in the table. “#Query” indicates the number of selected queries in our study. In the query log, each query is followed by an originally ranked document list returned by the search engine. In the table, we also report the original retrieval performance with respect to NDCG@10. It demonstrates a trend that
TABLE 4. Features for the understandability dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Features and descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>U1</td>
<td>EWRatio (Easy Word Ratio): $EWRatio(d) = \frac{\sum w \in DaleList \cdot \text{idf}(w)}{\sum w \in DaleList}$, where DaleList is the Dale-Chall Word List (Dale &amp; Chall, 1948), a sight words list, and WordSet(d) is the word set of a document d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U2</td>
<td>ReciDWN (Reciprocal Difficult Words Number): $ReciDWN(d) = \frac{1}{\sum w \in DaleList}$, where DaleList is the Dale-Chall Word List. It reflects the absolute number of difficult words in a document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U3</td>
<td>ReciAWL (Reciprocal Average Word Length): $ReciAWL = \frac{\sum w \in DaleList \cdot \text{idf}(w) \cdot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U4</td>
<td>FRES (Flesch-Kincaid): $FRES = \frac{206.835 - 1.015 \times \frac{\text{total words}}{\text{total sentences}} - 84.6 \times \frac{\text{total syllables}}{\text{total words}}}{100}$, where total words are the total number of words and total sentences are the total number of sentences per 100 words.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U5</td>
<td>ReciGFI (Reciprocal Gunning Fog Index): $ReciGFI = \frac{1}{GFI}$, where GFI is the Gunning Fog Index (GFI) formalized as $GFI = 0.4 \times \frac{\text{words in sentences}}{\text{sentences per 100 words}} + 100 \times \frac{\text{words with 3 or more syllables}}{\text{words}}$, assuming that the understandability of a document is inversely proportional to the average word length in the document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U6</td>
<td>ReciCLI (Reciprocal Coleman-Liau Index): $ReciCLI = \frac{1}{\text{number of windows}}$, where the number of windows is the number of sentences per 100 words (Coleman &amp; Liau, 1975).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U7</td>
<td>ReciSMOG (Reciprocal SMOG Index): $eciSMOG = 1.0430 \times \sqrt{\frac{\text{number of polysyllables} \times \text{num of words}}{\text{num of words}^3 / \text{num of words} + 3.1291}}$, where polysyllables are those words containing 3 or more syllables (Hayden, 2007).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 5. Features for the scope dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Features and descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>JaccardIndexQD (Jaccard Index between the sets of query topics and document topics): $JaccardIndexQD = \frac{\sum \text{topics in query} \cap \text{topics in document}}{\sum \text{topics in query} + \sum \text{topics in document} - \sum \text{topics in query} \cap \text{topics in document}}$, where TopicSet(d) = {tp(i)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>CoverRatio (Covering Ratio of query terms in document): $CoverRatio = \frac{\sum \text{words in query}}{\text{total words in document}}$, where the number of fixed windows which contain more than one query term in the document, #windows is the total number of windows in the document, and L is the window size (we set L=16 in this article). A larger CoverRatio value means that the document has a narrower scope and focuses on the query-related content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>CoherenceQD (Coherence of Query meaning in Document content): $CoherenceQD = \sum_{w \in DaleList} \cos(v_w, v_q)/\text{docLength}$, where $v_w$ is the word embedding vector for a word w, derived from Google word2Vec toolkit; $v_q$ is the uniform-weighted sum of word vectors for all query terms. We also penalize longer documents. A larger CoherenceQD value indicates a better semantic coherence between a document and the query.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 6. Features for the interest dimension.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Features and Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I1</td>
<td>SWI (Session Words-based Interest model): $SWI(d,s) = \cos(V_d(V_s))$, where $V_d$ is the tf · idf vector representation of the document d, $V_s$ is the vector for the concatenation of all SAT-Clicked documents in the same session s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I2</td>
<td>DWI (Day Words-based Interest model [Jiang et al., 2013]): $DWI(d,D) = \cos(V_d(V_D))$, where $V_D$ is the tf · idf vector representation for the concatenation of all SAT-Clicked documents in the same day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I3</td>
<td>LWI (Long term Words-based Interest model [Jiang et al., 2013]): $LWI(d,L) = \cos(V_d(V_L))$, where $V_L$ is the tf · idf vector representation for the concatenation of all SAT-Clicked documents in the long term history.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I4</td>
<td>STI (Session Topic-based Interest Model [Yu et al., 2014]): $STI(d,s) = \cos(V_d^T(V_s^T))$, where $V_d^T$ is the topic vector of the document d, each element in the vector corresponds to the probability that the document is relevant to a specific topic $T_i$ (The topic space can be constructed from all SAT-Clicked documents in the global logs by a typical topic modeling approach such as the Latent Dirichlet Allocation [LDA], and we set the total number of topics as 200 when training the topic model), $V_s^T = \sum_{d \in SAT} V_d^T$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I5</td>
<td>DTI (Day Topic-based Interest Model): $DTI(d,D) = \cos(V_d^T(V_D^T))$, where D is the set of SAT-Clicked documents in the same day.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I6</td>
<td>LTI (Long term Topic-based Interest Model): $LTI(d,D) = \cos(V_d^T(V_L^T))$, where L is the set of SAT-Clicked documents in the long term history.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shorter queries (e.g., query length of 1 and 2) and queries with smaller click entropy (e.g., less than 2) tend to have a better initial retrieval performance. Moreover, the original retrieval performance can reflect the difficulty of queries. To some extent, the longer (shorter) queries or queries with a larger (smaller) click entropy can be seen as difficult (easy) queries. For each query-document pair, we extract the features (as formulated in the previous section) corresponding to different dimensions in the enriched MURM. Because the
absolute values of a feature for different queries might be incomparable (Liu, Xu, Qin, Xiong, & Li, 2007), we perform a query-based normalization for each feature according to Equation 1. Suppose that, for a query \( q \), a search result list with \( N^q \) documents is retrieved. A feature for the \( i^{th} \) document \( d_i \) corresponding to the query \( q \) is denoted as \( f^q_{i} \), the normalized feature \( \text{norm}f_{d_i}^q \) is computed as follows:

\[
\text{norm}f_{d_i}^q = \frac{f^q_{d_i} - \min \left\{ f^q_{d_k} \right\}}{\max \left\{ f^q_{d_k} \right\} - \min \left\{ f^q_{d_k} \right\}}, \; k = 1, \ldots, N^q
\]

To guarantee that each query has sufficient long-term historical interaction information when extracting the features for the dimensions of interest, novelty and habit, we only extract features for the queries that occur in the last 12 days (some noisy queries which contain only special characters are excluded). Note that, all stopwords in the data set are removed and stemming is performed with Porter stemmer.

Understanding the Enriched MURM With Document Ranking Experiments

This subsection reports the document ranking experiments to understand the enriched MURM from a novel perspective of real query log analysis (instead of the traditional user study with artificial task settings). To this end, we integrate features of different dimensions into a well-known learning to rank algorithm called LambdaMART (Burges, 2010), which is implemented in the open-source RankLib (https://sourceforge.net/p/lemur/wiki/RankLib/, with default settings) to re-rank the original results returned by the search engine. The performance of ranking models with respect to different dimensions for different categories of queries are reported and analyzed. In this way, we can gain insights about how different factors (dimensions) contribute to the relevance judgment in real search scenario.

Overall performance for ranking models. Figure 2 shows the overall performance of different ranking models, which are trained with features for specific dimension. The training-target/evaluation metrics are nDCG@1, nDCG@5, nDCG@10 and nDCG@all, respectively. We can find that “Reliability,” “Interest,” “Novelty,” and “Habit” are four most effective ranking models, which shows that, on

---

**TABLE 7. Features for the habit dimension.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Features and descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>( \text{ProbW}(d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>( \text{ProbDL}(d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>( \text{ProbL}(d</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**TABLE 8. Statistics of the query log data used in our experiments. Ori.Perform.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Len</th>
<th>#Query</th>
<th>Qri.Perform.</th>
<th>CE</th>
<th>#Query</th>
<th>Ori.Perform.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Users</td>
<td>1,166</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53,051</td>
<td>0.9746</td>
<td>[0,2)</td>
<td>191,049</td>
<td>0.8739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Queries</td>
<td>540,258</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>51,438</td>
<td>0.9011</td>
<td>[2,4)</td>
<td>10,387</td>
<td>0.5532</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clicks</td>
<td>474,553</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38,656</td>
<td>0.8035</td>
<td>[4,\infty)</td>
<td>1,1124</td>
<td>0.4162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAT-Clicks</td>
<td>359,902</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>61,415</td>
<td>0.6936</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Represents the original retrieval performance with respect to NDCG@10.
average, these four dimensions are mostly used for relevance judgment in the natural Web search setting.

Surprisingly, the ranking model trained with the “Topicality” dimension, which has long been seen an essential factor for relevance judgment, gains the lowest performance. Note that we do not regard the dimensions with lower ranking performance as unimportant, but consider these dimensions (e.g., Topicality) not sufficiently discriminative for retrieved documents. Traditionally, topicality is the basic factor for users’ relevance judgment. However, in the process of judging relevance of the initial search results, the topical relevance scores of the top-ranked documents tend to be similar, given that modern search engines have already got a good ability to filter out the topically irrelevant results from the top ranked results, especially for easier queries. In the situation where the top-ranked documents have similar topical relevance scores, users may shift their focus to other relevance dimensions, such as reliability, interest, novelty, and habit. Similar interpretations apply to dimensions of “Understandability” and “Scope.”

To gain a deeper understanding of the multidimensional relevance model, we conduct more experiments on different categories of queries in next subsection.

Performances over different categories of queries. In this subsection, we investigate how different dimensions contribute to the document ranking, in light of different types of queries. Figure 3A and B report the distributions of nDCCG@10 results over different click entropy values and query lengths, respectively. Similar to the results reported in previous section, we can still find that the “Reliability,” “Interest,” “Novelty,” and “Habit” are most effective ranking models. The enriched dimensions “Interest” and “Habit” are among the best performing, which shows that adding these two dimensions into the MURM is necessary. In addition, the ranking performance for each dimension decreases with the increase of click entropy values and query lengths. (The click entropy and query length can be regarded as important indicators of the query difficulty, because the original ranking performance drops with increasing click entropy values and query lengths, as shown in Table 8.) The ranking model corresponding to the reliability dimension significantly outperforms the other models on queries with less click entropy and shorter query length, demonstrating that the reliability of documents (with high authority) dominates users’ relevance judgment criteria when they are searching with relatively easier queries, that is, shorter queries or the queries with less click entropy. For example, when a user issues a popular query “Facebook” (with click entropy in [0, 1]), the user may mainly consider the reliability (or authority) of the retrieved webpages rather than the topicality or readability. However, the advantage of reliability over other dimensions becomes less obvious when users search with relative difficult queries, that is, the longer queries or queries with larger click entropy. For example, when a user is solving a problem on “Java” programming language (e.g., a query “new features of java,” with click entropy in [4, ∞]), he or she will synthesize a number of different relevance dimensions to judge whether a document is topically relevant, understandable, or novel. Therefore, it seems that users tend to consider less factors when searching with simpler queries, but will consider more factors (which interact with each other in a complex way) when searching with difficult queries.

FIG. 3. Ranking performance of different models with respect to NDCG@10 for queries with different click entropy values and query lengths. (A) Is for queries with different click entropies. (B) Is for queries with different query lengths. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
**Investigating the Correlation Between Dwell Time and Satisfaction**

The work in this article is highly underpinned by the SAT-click assumption that dwelling on a specific webpage more than 30 seconds (SAT Click) would indicate users' perception of satisfaction. This is an assumption that has been widely used in the IR community, especially for query log analysis. Given it is infeasible to obtain the users’ real perception of satisfaction by analyzing query logs, the dwell time, as an easy-to-access observable, was naturally utilized as an approximated reflection of satisfaction. However, one may argue that there is a lack of sufficient and strong evidences to support the assumption (Kim, Hassan, White, & Zitouni, 2014). Therefore, it is necessary to clarify whether or not this assumption is reasonable. To this end, in this subsection, we conduct a crowdsourcing user study to investigate how the dwell-time correlates to users’ perception of satisfaction.

We recruited 19 participants (frequent users of search engines) in our study, which involves four PhD students, nine master’s students and two graduate students in different subject areas, and four IT professionals. We asked them to record their natural search tasks in the period of July 4 to 6, 2016. In this way, the collected crowdsourcing data can naturally reflect the real search behaviors of users. Each search task contains seven fields, including the used search engine (e.g., Google, Bing, and Baidu, etc.), issued queries, search intent (i.e., navigational, informational, and transactional), screenshots of viewed snippets, clicked URLs, dwell time and corresponding satisfaction degrees (nonsatisfied: 0, satisfied: 1 and highly satisfied: 2). For each recorded search task, the participant was paid a small amount of participation fee. The details of the collected crowdsourcing data are reported in Table 9. By observing the Pearson coefficient between the dwell time and satisfaction degree, we find that users’ satisfaction correlates with the dwell time significantly. Figure 4 shows the distribution of average satisfaction degree over different intervals of dwell time for different search intents. We can find that there exists significant trend that users’ satisfaction increases with the increase of dwell time. If the dwell time is very small (e.g., [0, 15]), in general, there

---

**TABLE 9. Details of the crowdsourcing data.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Items</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Users</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Search Tasks/Clicks</td>
<td>180/356</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Search Tasks/Clicks with Navigational Search Intent</td>
<td>50/93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Search Tasks/Clicks with Informational Search Intent</td>
<td>92/187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Search Tasks/Clicks with Transactional Search Intent</td>
<td>38/76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Coefficient between Dwell Time and Satisfaction for All Search Tasks</td>
<td>0.5847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Coefficient between Dwell Time and Satisfaction for Navigational Tasks</td>
<td>0.5412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Coefficient between Dwell Time and Satisfaction for Informational Tasks</td>
<td>0.5949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Coefficient between Dwell Time and Satisfaction for Transactional Tasks</td>
<td>0.6269</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIG. 4.** Average satisfaction distribution over dwell-time intervals. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
is a low possibility that users are satisfied with the result, because they may find the result irrelevant and stop viewing it quickly. Note that, there also exist some special cases where users find the relevant information by only viewing the snippets or find the needed information soon after clicking the result. However, these cases account for a small proportion in all collected crowdsourcing data. Overall, our user study can verify that the use of the dwell-time based SAT-click criteria as an indicator of satisfaction is reasonable and the currently best possible solution to approximate user’s ground truth in our query log analysis tasks.

A Further Study on TREC Session Track Task

In this article, we have proposed a novel idea to study the multidimensional relevance model for information retrieval with the query logs collected from a real search engine. This research methodology can be extended to a wider range of applications, for example, session search, recommendation system and e-commerce websites, etc. In this subsection, we will conduct a further study on session search, with the multidimensional relevance model to show the generalizability of the proposed method. Session search allows the search engine to retrieve documents with the short-term historical information within a search session. In the TREC session track data (http://trec.nist.gov/data/session.html), the human assessors have given relevance judgment, with a six-grade scale (-2,0,1,2,3,4), for the retrieved documents. Therefore, we can use the official relevance judgment information for evaluation. We conducted our experiments on the session tracks of TREC 2013 and 2014. There are 87 assessed session tasks in TREC 2013, and 100 in TREC 2014. Note that, we combined them and carried out 5-fold cross validation to gain an average evaluation results for all tasks. Clueweb12 Full corpus is used here, all words are stemmed with Porter’s stemmer and stop words are removed.

According to the multidimensional relevance model formalized in the section “An Enriched MURM,” we first extracted a series of features corresponding to different dimensions, and then conducted document re-ranking with the LambdaMART algorithm in order to investigate how different factors contribute to users’ relevance judgment for session search. Note that, some features for reliability and habits based on clicks were not extracted, because the sessions are usually very short and sparse. The long-term “Interest” dimensional features were not extracted because there is no long-term historical information in the session data.

In Figure 5, we report the average performance for all ranking models on session track data. From the results, we find that “Interest,” “Understandability,” “Topicality,” and “Scope” are the most important factors that are considered in users’ relevance judgment. Intuitively, for the session search task, we should filter out the nontopically relevant (or nonreadable) documents from a large set of candidates by considering the essential “Topicality” factor (or “Understandability”). Then, users will consider the

“Interest” as the most important decision factor to determine the relevance of each returned document. Other dimensions seem less important, which shows that the official assessors do not consider them sufficiently.

The results on session search are somehow different from the findings revealed in Bing’s query log. Specifically, in session tracks, “Topicality,” “Understandability,” and “Scope” are important factors for relevance judgment, whereas, in query log, they are less significant. This inconsistency may be resulted from the difference of data properties between two scenarios. Intuitively, the query logs are collected from the real-world search engine in a natural way, whereas the session tracks are designed and assessed manually. Through a detailed data analysis, we find that users assessed more relevant documents in session tracks than the relevant documents in Bing’s query logs (estimated by SAT-Clicks) for each search task. This shows that the recruited assessors in session tracks are rather “tolerant” to all looking-like or topical relevant information, whereas the real search engine users may be more rigorous and only select the most “right” and useful information. The different findings also show that users may consider different relevance dimensions in different search scenarios. In addition, the “Interest” dimension is shown an important factor for both scenarios, which shows that enriching the multidimensional relevance model by adding the “Interest” dimension is beneficial for different search scenarios.

Conclusions and Future Work

In this article, we presented an enriched MURM consisting of seven dimensions that influence users’ relevance judgment in different ways. For each dimension, we formalize a series of computable features for quantifying the dimension and allowing quantitative analysis of MURM. Extensive document ranking experiments have been conducted on a subset of Bing’s query logs, which represent real Web search scenarios. The results reveal various meaningful phenomena, from which we obtain a series of important findings. Different dimensions demonstrate different
degrees of contributions to users’ relevance judgment for different types of queries. Specifically, “Reliability,” “Interest,” “Novelty,” and “Habit” are the most significant dimensions that contribute to users’ relevance judgment. On the other hand, “Topicality,” traditionally regarded as the essential relevance decision factor, does not show a significant contribution to users’ relevance judgment. The contributions of dimensions for different queries (with respect to click entropy, query length) are different. Specifically, the ranking performance for each dimension decreases with the increase of click entropy values and query lengths. (The click entropy and query length can be regarded as important indicators of the query difficulty.) For easier queries (e.g., navigational queries with shorter query length or smaller click entropy value), the “reliability” dimension dominates users’ relevance judgment. For difficult queries (e.g., informational and transactional queries with longer query length or larger click entropy), the difference of ranking performance among different dimensions becomes smaller, although the “reliability” is still the most significant dimension. This phenomenon shows that users tend to consider more relevance factors to judge the relevance of documents when search tasks are complex and difficult. In addition, we also conduct an extensive user study, which verified the credibility of the widely used SAT-Click based evaluation strategy.

Furthermore, within the same experimental framework, we investigated how different factors contribute to users’ relevance judgment for a different search scenario, that is, session search. The experimental results reveal that “Interest,” “Understandability,” “Topicality,” and “Scope” are most important dimensions, which is different compared with the findings from Bing’s query logs. This may be resulted from the difference of data properties, and also shows that users may consider different dimensions in different search scenarios. In addition, “Interest” is an important factor for both scenarios, which shows that enriching the multidimensional relevance model by adding the “Interest” dimension is necessary for different search scenarios.

Our experimental findings in this article can potentially bring beneficial inspirations to the design of the future IR algorithms. For example, we can extract and incorporate useful features that better correlate with relevance judgment process to improve the search quality and users’ experiences. We can design different retrieval strategies focusing on different relevance dimensions for different types of queries and users. Moreover, we may develop more intelligent IR models, which dynamically adapt their relevance judgment strategies to different search tasks.

Furthermore, there exist different search scenarios, for example, Web search, intranet/enterprise search, medical search and entity search, in which users may exhibit different search behaviors and features. This article is focused on Web search (Bing search engine and TREC session track), and the findings may not necessarily hold for other search scenarios. However, the proposed methodology and framework for studying relevance is general. In the future, we will formalize novel relevance dimensions (and features) and study them in the context of more search scenarios.

In addition, we can study the MURM from a cognitive perspective and adopt more cognitive signals (e.g., eye tracking, EEG and some other peripheral physiological signals) to further understand the process of users’ multidimensional relevance judgment.
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